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Rocktown owner indicted
on felony charges
Isaac Coe, owner of Rocktown Grill, was indicted mer v% inter break
on 12 felony charges.
On Monday, Dec. 17, a Rockingham County grand jury Indicted
Coe on 11 "allegations of passing forged food and beverage ta\ report!
and one count of embezzling sales taxes owed to the citv." according to
court documents.
"Because of the ongoing dispute. 1 don't have anything to say." Cotsaid.
The Virginia Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control conducted
a month long investigation in which the Hnrrisonbiirg Commission* 1
of Revenue was also involved before issuing the charge*.
Coe is being accused of falsifying his food and baeeray take
numbers to meet the state mandated food-to-beverage sides ratios
required to maintain a license to sell wine, beer or mixed beverages.
Hi&hlawn's owners were convicted of similar charges.
Rocktown will remain open at this time, according to Coe
-from staff reportl
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PUPPY LOVE

can meet people and make I
difference is Important i<> younj
people," Harris said.
Since the establishment of
JMU students are not the 0*4)
the Peace Corps in 1961. it took ones with an increased inicicst
in
helping
others: .1.muling to
nearly four decades for 100 JMU
alumni to serve. But in the last JMU Peace Corps Reeriiitei BviD
decade, 215 have made their M. Papp, there are more people
promise to promote world peace serving now than in the last to
years combined.
and friendship.
Recent graduate Megan
Papp attributes the popularity
A Mahoney is departing for of joining to people's potet
Nicaragua this week while alumni interest in senice, global affairs.
Becky Trytten and her husband and de.sire to make an Imped
outside of America.
are already in I in
"The purpose of the Peace
After graduating and going
corporate for several years, Corps is really to built) better
Jordan Mallah joined the Peace relations
with
American
Corps and served in Peru creating citizens in other countries and
communities."
Harris
said
sustainable, organic gardens to
Today, a mcmlx-i of the
prevent malnutrition.
With 54 active volunteers. Peace Corps have traveled to
JMU is currently ranked #14 139 different countries to
among large universities for any community that tfrtafl
having the most alumni serving for a better life economically.
in the Peace Corps
socially, politically, ami beaftbQ)
In 2006, JMU was considered The volunteers teach children,
a mid-sized school (less than help those infected with HIV/
15,000 undergraduate students) AIDS, promote environmental
and ranked «2 for the most conservation end preservation,
alumni serving* in the Peace and spark business development
Corps.
among other missions. According
The rise in JMU students to Papp, education is the meal
joining the Peace Corps, Director common service performed.
of Community Service-Learning
"I think wherever, we g<», we
Rich Harris said, is parallel to make a big difference. Papp
and may be due to the growth of said.
service learning in the classroom
Many vokuteen arc lenl to
and the Alternative Spring Break underdeveloped countries with
no running water. electricity 01
program.
In 1996, ASB offered two trips everyday essentials enjoyed by
and a decade later, they offered the majority of Americans, which
according to Harris, (ones the
32, according to Harris.
"In my experience with JMU community memben and tinstudents, there's a real sense Peace Corps volunteers to work
of cynicism in the world so the together.
opportunity to go some place
where you really feel like you
see COUPS, poff S
BY CUOLIHE C0URN0YER
stiff wriHt

Students adopt pets, volunteer at local SPCA

IT KATIE KING

Stella Devine has it made.
The one-and-a-half year old shel lie/ beagle mix has a bowl full of food, a cozy bed to sleep
in, an abundance of chew toys and an adoring owner who takes her on daily walks. Looking
at the happy and healthy copper-colored dog, one would never guess that her life started
on a negative note. Born a stray, she spent her first few weeks living on the streets with her
mother and seven siblings. She was eventually turned into the Rockingham-Harrisonburg
SPCA, where her current owner, senior Katelyn Devine, fell in love with her.
"I loved her markings and colorings, like the white spot on her head or her little white
paws," Devine said. "She was just so cute!"
Devine also liked that she found Stella at the SPCA, as opposed to at an animal
breeder's.
"My family's always gotten pets from shelters." she said. "I've always liked the idea of
helping a pet that otherwise wouldn't have a home'
This idea appeals to others living in the Harrisonhurg area. In 2007, the RockinghamHarrisonburg SPCA found homes for more of their animals than in any other previous year.
A record number 872 dogs, 485 cats and 93 rodents were either adopted by a new family or
reclaimed by owners who lost them. The SPCA staff partially credits this success to increased
donations that helped them keep the animals healthier.
"When animals are healthier they're more likely to get adopted," said Anne Anderson,
the shelter's executive director.
Despite the increase in adoptions, the shelter still had to put down 2, 940 animals in
2007.
Devine has no regrets about adopting Stella, but she does admit that balancing school
and a pet can be difficult. Her student leaching schedule requires her to take Stella for her
morning walk at 6:50 a.m.
"If I wasn't completely devoted to her, it wouldn't work," Devine said. "A lot of people
don't think about all the work, so they end up taking the animal back and that defeats tlic
point of adoption."
Many students who want to help but cannot currently adopt a pet participate in the
wSPCA.ptgiS

JMU students big
on volunteering

JMU student bouncing back from cardiac arrest
"It's probably the most traumatic thing that has ever happened at UREC." j ERIC NICKEL, UREC director
BY KALEIGH MAHIR

Burke Arnold is back. He just may not always
remember it.
On Tuesday he attended his first class since
suffering cardiac arrest nearly a year ago. Arnold, 22,
was a junior finance major when his heart stopped
during a pick up basketball game at UREC on Feb.
26,2007. He was without oxygen for approximately
20 minutes resulting in a brain injury and short
term memory loss.
"I can remember my high school girlfriend's
phone number," Arnold said, but not what he had
for lunch yesterday.
Burke was running down the court eleven
months ago when he suddenly clutched his chest and
collapsed, said UREC Director Eric Nickel. A student
employee witnessed this and called then senior Asha
Hemming who responded immediately ant) placed
the emergency call to central operations.
Senior Jeremy Tipton was first on the scene,
"When I saw Burke lying there I was pretty
nervous." he said. "I knew it was not your typical

situation that you would deal with as operations
supervisors."
Tipton brought the Automatic External
Defibulator (AED) with him as he was trained to do
on an emergency call. According to Nickel, the AED
reads pulse and heart activity itself and determines
when a shock is needed.
"It will only fire if it calls for a shock." he said.
"It's pretty much foolproof in that way."
Chris Jones, UREC professional staff, and
Hilary Bride, graduate assistant for aquatic safety,
also responded to the emergency call and found
Tipton hooking up the AED. They performed CPR,
did chest compressions and monitored the AED.
Tipton said that Jones and Bride trained him in
CPR.
"We worked well as a team," he said. "Everything
just flowed. We talked about that later, how we
D ■ ilk were lucky to have all three of us there and
how we worked so well together."
Arnold's heart restarted after three shocks and
Jones. Bride and Tipton continued rescue breathing
and maintained his weak pulse until EMS arrived
and hooked him up to their own monitors. In the

ambulance Arnold's heart stopped again and EMS
administered three more shocks.
"It's probably the most traumatic thing that has
ever happened at UREC," Nickel said.
UREC purchased the AED about five years ago.
"It was a big decision in terms of resources," he
said. "But a no brainer in terms of quality of care."
Nickel -.ml national Mat istics say there will be at
least one cardiac-related emergency or fatality every
10 years in university gyms, however it's usually an
older faculty member.
Arnold spent ten days in Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, the first three or four in a coma. He was
then transferred to the University of Virginia
Medical Center for two more weeks before moving
to the Helpsouth. a rehabilitation facility in
Charlottesville for two more weeks before going
home to Massanutten with his parents, Gary and
Karen. He began rehab at the Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center in Fisherville, which lasted
until August before begin Physical Therapy at
Rockingham Wellness Center for two more months.
SNUNOtDptftS
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Larceny
A JMU student reported the theft of a wallet from a purse, which was left unattended, from
Carrier I.IIH.UA between 6:30 p.m and 9:30 p.m. on Dec. 7.
A JMU student reported the theft of a necklace and a wedding ring with a combined value of
$700 left unattended near the basketball court from the Convocation Center on Dec. 9.
A JMU student reported the theft of jewelry from the Warren Campus Center between 10:15 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. on Dec. 12.
A JMU student re|x>rtcd the theft of a resident parking decal from a vehicle in R7 I.ot between
Dec. 13 and 14.
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A JMU employee reported the theft of an exit sign and placard from Wilson Hall on Dec. 14.
A JMU student reported the theft of a Sanyo television valued at $525 from Potomac Hall on
Dec. 14.
A JMU employee reported the theft of a flat panel television and receiver valued at $1,750 from
Memorial Hall between Dec. 21 and Jan. 1.
A JMU employee reported the theft of a Dell monitor valued at $1,000 from a classroom in
Miller Hall between Dec. 26 and 27.

Possession of marijuana
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A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuana in White Hall on Dec. 9 at midnight.
A JMU student was charged with possession of marijuaai in Potomac Hall on Dec. 9 at 2:21
a.m.

Property Damage

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and
distributed throughout James Madison University and the local
Harrisonburg community. Comments and^complaints should be
addressed to Mary Frances Czarsty, editor.

A JMU employee reported dnmnge to a driver side mirror of a vehicle in P Lot on Dec. 1.

MISSION

A JMU student reported damage to a water cooler in White Hall on Dec. 1.
A JMU officer reported damage to a shrub by a vehicle in C4 Lot on Dec. 5.
A JMU student reported damage to a rear panel of a parked vehicle valued at $250 in the
Champions Drive Pakring Deck on Dec.TS.

The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University,
serves student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the
campus and local community. The Breeze strives tot>e impartial ana fair
in its reporting and firmly believes in its First Amendment rights.

A JMU employee reported damage to a vending machine in College Center on Dec. 12.
A JMU employee reported a broken window pane in the Wilson Hall Breezeway on Jan. 7.

Breaking and Entering
A non employee reported damage to two windows at Einstein Brothers Bagels worth $150 on
Dec. 28.

Vandalism
A JMU employee reported damage from discharged dry chemical fire extinguisher worth $50 in
CISATAionDec. 28.

How to place a classified:
— Go to www.thebreeze.org and click on the classified link or come into the
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m..
— Cost: $5.00 for the first 10 words, $3 for each additional 10 words;
boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
— Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue.
— Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.
Ads Manager:
Gfl Harrison
AssLAds
Manager:
ErinRfley
Ads Deafen Lead:
FareincSuarez

Number of drunk in publics since Aug. 27: 56
Number of drunk in publics at this time last year: 49
Ntunbef of parking tickets since Aug. 27:10,632
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BY MEG EBERSOLC
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It's Sunday night, and junior I«ah Kahl has an
empty kitchen cabinet and an empty stomach.
Kven though she knew that her growling stomach could affect her number of purchases, she decided to shop that night because of the busy week
ahead.
SophcmiorrSarah Pilefacedasimilardilemma.
She normallv watches ' IVsperate Housewives" at
9 p.m. and "Brothers and Sisters" at 10 p.m., but
sometimes she has to food shop. Her week is so
busy with classes, homework, club meetings and
other "must-see" television shows that she has to
goat night.
Since the two are friends, they decide to head
to Wal-Mart together.
Being typical college students on a budget,
the women scope the aisles for low prices, quality
brands and expiration dates longer than the end
of the week. Thev attempt to shop frugally and
health consciously while challenged by time and
banger.

Kahl and Pile admit that they've bought items
such aaueOK>flBed Zebra Cakes and string cheese
due to their unyielding hunger.
According to the coordinator of nutrition and
fitness at UREC, Holly Bailey, students should
have a plan before they go shopping- A list helps

shoppers avoid impulse buys, clip coupons and
buy high-quality organic foods. A well-devised
plan saves time and money.
"I get Shenandoah milk because I feel like it is
from around the area." Pile said. "I get the halfgallon so I can drink it all before it expires."
Bailey even offered advice on how to navigate
grocery stores.
"Students need to avoid the middle aisles at
alt costs," she said. They contain processed foods
that are high in salt and sugar.
Low-priced canned foods, sugary cereals and
salty munchies in bright packaging can be deadly
distractioas for shoppers. Bailey urges students to
buy plenty of natural products, such as fruits, vegetables and whole grains for a healthy lifestyle.
"Fresh meats, produce and the bakery's wholegrain breadsareon the perimeter of the store, MM
said.
'Hie American College Health Association said
that the biggest problem for most students is that
they maintain a diet with too much fat am) salt,
too many calories and too little fiber.
According to MyPyramid.gov, fresh dark
green and orange vegetables, a variety of fresh
fruit, fresh whole-grains, low-fat or fat free milk,
and fresh, lean meat that is grilled, broiled or
baked are all part of a healthy diet.
For Pile, eating healthy is not always possible.
"I walk down each aisle and try to plan meals,"
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Pile says. "Frozen meals are fast and easy."
With a touch of a button, a meal Ls heated up
and ready to go in a few minutes. Yet these meaLs
range from $3 to $5, which can add up. Fresh
meat and produce may take longer to cook but are
healthier and can last for more than one meal.
Having a shopping plan can be helpful when
on a budget, hut if students eat out often they lose
money. Pile admitted eating out a few limes a
week out of convenience.
"It's so much easier to buy a sandwich instead
of making one," she said.
Pile's roommate, junior Kristen Mar/one, said
that her roommates influence each other to order
out
"If someone mentions the word 'pizza,' we
have to buy it or someone Ls getting punched in
the face," she said.
Bailey, however, pointed out the negative attributes of eating out.
"It doesn't make sense to waste money on fast
food that lasts one meal when you can buy inexpensive, quality foods at the grocery store that will
last a week," she said.
Pile will catch "Brothers and Sisters'' a little
late and Kahl is broking forward to baking some
gooey brownies she bought. A .-.hopping plan
might have resulted in a quicker trip. ,1 lower total
cost and a cart full of diet-friendly products.
Maybe next time.
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JMU set to construct new entrance to historic Turner Ashby monument
BY WHITNEY SUMTUM
(ontributing wrrter

After a struggle between JMU and local
residents concerned with preserving the land
around the Turner Ashby Monument, the
univetMH is constructing a new entrance on
the corMt Oi Neff Avenue and Port Republic
Road.

a*

00

man Don Bglc,

JMU proposed building the new road over
a year ago to make the monument more accessible, encouraging more visitors and field
trips. F.gle said. The UDC was hesitant because
of the historic land that would be used, which
included the site where Ashby was fatally
wounded in a civil war battle.
The UDC, JMU and their attorneys have

met to discuss their differences, JMU and the
UDC have worked closely to determine the
logistic* of creating the new road and have
tUaCBMOd creating a buffer zone around the
monument in the future.
Now that the road is under construction,
Nancy Gum, the UDC chapter president. - ll I
she is happy with the outcome and hopes that
the new road will pull in tourists.
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An argument over the new road arose because the Turner Ashby Chapter 162 of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy owns the
monument, while the land surrounding it belongs to JMU.
The university has been the proprietor
since 2003, when it bought the 40 acres of
land, which the university intends to use for
recreational fields, according to JMU spokes-
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Clinton, McCain top results in
latest primary election
BY ROtERT D'ANDREA
Oiefon MyjMnU

EUGENE, Out. - Hillary
Clinton, Democratic senator
from New York, won the New
Hampshire primary Tuesday
night by two percentage points
after polls and pundits for
days predicted a double-digit
loss to Illinois Sen. Barack
Obama.
In the Republican contest,
71-year-old Arizona Sen. John
McCain, whose campaign was
bankrupt and presumed dead
last summer, defeated former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney by five percentage
points.
Exit
polls
attributed
Clinton's victory to a large
increase in votes from women,
who favored Obama five days
earlier in the Iowa caucus.
McCain's victory came from
both Independents and a
majority of all Republicans
except those who consider
themselves 'very conservative,' according to MSNBC
exit polls.
At the university, College
hiinocrats
and
College
Republicans did not gather
publicly to watch returns.
Democrats plan to do that for
the 22-state primary on Feb.
5. But representatives from
both groups seemed prepared
for what is now likely to be a
prolonged primary season.
"It's going to be a marathon and not a sprint," said
Braden Wolf, secretary of
College Democrats. "There's
going to be no coronation any
time soon."
Wolf said he supports
Clinton, though the group
does not endorse any candidate.
"As a whole we're just really excited about the opportunity to vote for any of the
candidates, frankly," he said.
"I think the fact that you
get twice as many voters in
the Democratic primary as
the Republican primary shows
that the country wants change.
The Democratic voters as a
whole are coming out in high-

er numbers," he said.
Many political observers have attributed higher
Democratic turnout to a more
energized electorate. College
Republican and Emerald columnist Nik Antovich said
he is not feeling particularly
optimistic about his party's
chances next November.
"My vote isn't necessarily for someone, it's against
everyone else," he said.
Antovich said he wasn't
surprised
when
former
Arkansas Gov. Mike Huckabee
won the Iowa caucus last
week, nor was he "too surprised" to see McCain win in
New Hampshire, since he carried the state in 2000 against
then-Texas Gov. George W.
Bush.
"It was breakneck and it
could go either way," Antovich
said of the contest between
Romney and McCain in New
Hampshire.
Like the Democrats, the
College Republicans group
has no official pick for the
nomination. Antovich favors
Romney. citing his experience
in the private sector. Antovich
said he does not support
McCain because McCain sponsored immigration reform
legislation last summer that
included a path to citizenship
for undocumented workers.
Antovich considered the plan
to be amnesty.
But it was not only the
intent of the legislation that
Antovich said cost McCain the
trust of some Republicans;
It was also that McCain's
co-sponsor was a Democrat
particularly
scorned
by
the Republican base - Ted
Kennedy of Massachusetts.
"(Romney) is outside of
Washington," Antovich said.
"He doesn't have any sort of
responsibility to sign a bill in
a certain way to help his buddies."
Antovich predicted the
Republican race comes down
to three men: Romney,
Huckabee and McCain. And
he said Romney will take most
of the remaining contests and

likely be the party's nominee.
"I'llsupport any Republican
as the nominee. There's a
huge difference between
Republicans and Democrats
.it this time," Antovich said.
Democrat Wolf also said
he would get behind his party's eventual candidate.
"I support Hillary but anyone who comes out as the
nominee I'm fully behind," he
said. "I think everyone in the
organization feels the same
way."
Republicans will vote
next in Michigan on Jan. 15;
Democrats in Nevada Jan. 19.
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your Nf« Years Ik-solution to...

I. Huiltl your HHIIIIiIlT
■I. Mol new ami intciTstinU people?
3, '1'iiiM'l ID exotic locations?
Well, HV can't help you with the last one, hut if you answcrtfl yes to
the first t«o you're in luck.' The Braen is always looking for more
writers! E-mail the editors for the section you're intcrestnl in writing
for and they'll Rjat you started .
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Upcoming 2008
Primary flection
Schedule

January 15-Michigan
January 19 - South
Carolina

r

January 29 - Florida
February 5 "Super Tuesday'Alabama, Arizona,
Arkansas, California,
Connecticut, Delaware,
Georgia, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota,
Missouri, New Jersey,
New Mexico, New York,
Oklahoma, Tennessee,
and Utah
February 9 - Louisiana
reruary
12-- D.C., Mary
Feruary 12
land, Virgini
Virginia
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JMU STUDENT RATES!
Call NOW to Schedule Your FRE Workout!
540433-3434

And give the neighborhood
watcn an eyeful!
Join Now Special Student
Semester Membership
381 Lucy Drive, Harnsonburg (Behind Valley Mall)
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Carly Arnwinc
Ijuren Babbage
Ashley Barbee
Ashley Barneu
Jessica Barneu
Kelly Barren
Landry Bosworlh
Kathleen Breitenbaih
Leah Brockman
Christine Brogan
Jessica Brown
Victoria Brown
Claire Brunick
Kara Bryant
Kim Burkins
Julie Carroll
Michele Carroll
Jessica Chambers
Danielle Chelena
Rachel Chemerynski
]<-ssie Clatterbuck
Casey Currie
Ashley DeCerbo

Nicole DeSantis
Slefanie DiDomenico
Morgan Dietrick
IVsiree DiLallo
Meghan Durreti
Kelly Ferenz
|i ssica PigllUZZJ
Micheal Fuzy
Tracy Galofaro
Maria Gandolfo
Heather Geddings
Jenna Gilliam
Jenna Girard
Alison Glace
Meggie Grady
Allie Graff
Briana Guertler
Brittany Halner
Lauren Hagy
Natalie Harold
Rebecca Heinz
Jamie Herring
Courtney Hodge

Katelyn Hodges
Caitlin Howard
Kendall Jackson
Kate Jenkins
Caitlin Johnson
Meggie [oslin
Tiffany Joyce
Lindsey Kelbick
Megan Ke)ser
Kelscy Kmy,
Stephanie Kissam
Kristin Kleis
Jackie Knight
I .iiiren Kotak
Dallas Lee
Kathleen Lee
Ashley Legge
Anne Carlyle Lindsay
Susan Lines
Alexandra U>cke
Summer Loub
Ashley Lowry
Sarah Marr

Holli Mat/.Jessica Mauer
Jaime Mayfield

Brooke Meikle
Jen Methvin
Jackie Misiag
Lauren Moor.Hannah Pace
Lianne Palmaliei
Kelly Pauillo
Adrienne Penta
Ashley Peter
Julie Piepenbring
Stephanie Potter
Kate Presbury
Meghan Price
Whitney Proftitt
Sarah Pryor
Brittany Rains
Megan Raymond
Samantha Reed
Katherine Reis
Samantha Reynolds

Michele Ritner
Laura Rollandini
Amanda Rutherford
Leslie Sale
Christa Samaha
Jenny Sampogna
Amelia Seagle
Jennifer Simms
Meagan Stanford
luhi'Taft
rk\ ky Thomas
Michele Topping
Shelby Trumble
Jessica Valsechi
Christina Vandenbergh
AliVanSickle
Megan Wachtman
Casey Wheeler
11 in lee Whitehurst
Stefanie Willstein
Anna Wippl
Sara Woods
Jai lyn Woolsey

is pleased to announce...
the Fta Rho Chapter at James Madison University and to
congratulate its charter members on their initiation!
Thanks to all who supported our colonization effort on
campus!

^Kappa Alpha Theta
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ARNOLD: Burke builds
strength and stamina
ARMOID. from front

Arnold also does fitrnNs training
at UREC to rebuild strength and
endurance.
"What we're trying to do is get
him back to being more physically
active," said Holly Bailey, coordinator
of fitness at UREC.
Bailey said his workouts aren't
much different than what the average
student would do if tliey came into
UREC'. But, with his 'short term
memory loss. A mold has trainers work
with him to help him remember how
to set up the equipment ;ind which
settings tu use.
"The biggest goal is to haw him be
able to do it on his own at some point,"
Bailey said.
Arnold is auditing Bailey's titnev.
instnictor training program class
(FTTH KIN 109). The hope is since he's
comfortable working with Bailey Iter
class will U' i vva\ to ease him back
into school.
"I've got my learn on,'' Arnold
joked when his mom asked him how
Ins first class went.
The Arnolds plan to see how Burke

handle-, this class with his short term
iTk'mi >ry loss before deciding anything
else
"If you dont push it sometimes
you'll newr know,"" Karen said.
Next week Arnold will be going
to the JMU speech lab three days a
week.
I I'm) just working on getting
better," Arnold said.
Arnold also volunteers at UREC
working in the equipment checkout,
and doing fitness training. Karen said
by keeping busy they're trying to build
his stamina.
"He doesn't sleep like normal
people," Karen said. "Once he slept for
lH hours at a tinx
Arnold said it is frustrating coping
with the loss of short term memory,
but said he's feeling pretty good. His
left leg and walking are not yet normal
due to sciatic nerve damage, which
Karen said is most likely from laying
on his back for so long, but he speaks
and jokes as usual,
So what's the liardest part of his
recovery right now?
"l>robably waking up on time."

"Whereas in the US we have
the capability of doing things for
ourselves all the time." Harris
MM "We hear over and over y<iu
live in an apartment complex,
v< MI don't know the people in your
building. That never happens in
the Peace Corps sites
Besides an appreciation
for the light bulb and proper
plumbing, Harris said that

students nturn troin the Peace
Cotpi with a less materialistic
vtal ofths world.
However, after spending two
in l completely different
culture and atmosphere, the
adjustment back to American
life is not an easy one for
everyone.
"You go from a country
or community that's not
very wealthy, *nuch more
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CORPS: Readjustment not easy
COtPS, from from

www.thebreeM.org

relationship-oriented,
much
slower pace of life to a culture
that's very materialistic, very
fast-paced," Harris said, adding
that this can present a problem
for some.
"The Peace Corps is really
to build human caring and
trust," Harris said. "If you build
positive relationships among
the people in the world you'll
need less military life."

SPCA: Students volunteer at local
shelter to help pets find homes
SKA, from from
SPCA's volunteer program.
Volunteers attend a one tinntraining session and are then
permitted to play with the cats
or take the dogs for walks.
Senior Rebecca Wood
started
volunteering
at

the SPCA a year ago and
now works as a part-time
employee.
"At the time, I couldn't
have a dog and it gave DM a
way to interact with dogs on
a regular basis," Wood said.
"Plus, I lewd seeing how

happy the dogs were to go out
on walks."
In addition to brightening
their day, human interaction
helps the animals become
comfortable with human
contact which greatly increases
their odds of being adopted.

Worm waste study leads to proton discovery at University of Utah
BY DARCY POSSE III
Doily Utah Chronicle

SALT LAKE CITY Researchers at the
Unrversit> have released a study tint siw
protons can ad like complex ncurotransniittcrs, communicating signals to parts ol
the body. The discovery about the complex
action of a fundamental particle came from
research on how worms, namely nematodes, defecate.
The study was published in the Januaryissue of the journal Cell. 'Hie original intent
was rwrt to name protons AS anotltcr transmitter, but to gain unck'rstanding of the
oimptHB vtmy thai wunns defecate The
desire among the researchers to under-

stand how worms defecate sparked from an
interest in simiLuities among animals.
I ■'..ting, moving, having sex and pooping are common things that all animals do,"
said Wayne Davis, study co-author and a
research assistant professor of biology, in a
written statement.
Erik Jorgensen, a biology professor and
Uie senior author of the study, said researchon c-ntinued with the study because of "a
desire to understand how neural circuits
function.''
"What gears your body in motion? What
animates creatures? How is it that you can
think and act?" Jorgensen asked. "I guess,
at a very basic level, because of a desire to
understand the physical underpinnings of

the world that we see around us."
Nematodcs' intestinal systems are complex. Kvery 50 seconds a worm has a muscle
contraction that results in defecation.
"We were interested in tearing apart
the components required tor (that) clock
function," said Paota Nix, a graduate sin
dent who helped conduct the study, in a
written statement. To do that, we searched
for mutations that affected the (defecation)
clock"
Worms were exposed to chemicals to
change their DNA sequence. The worms
with the mutated DNA sequence had a
difficult time defecating which was traced
back to the mutation of two genes, pbo-4
andpbo-5.

The pbo-4 gene's main function is the
production of a protein that pumps pr> ft m
out of the intestine and into a fluid-filled
space near the surrounding muscle.
The pbo-5 gene also produce*; a protein, which is used as a receptor on the
muscle around the gut. The protons that
arc pumped out of the intestine bind to the
receptor protein, which causes the receptors to open and form a hole in the muscle
cell.
The hole allows ions to flow in, which
makes the muscle contract. Researchers
also proved that protons were being
pumped into the fluid-filled space outside
of the intestines. Worms were bred with a
green protein that loses its odor when sev-

eral ions are present Under a microscope,
the fluid became less green, which proved
tliat ions were being pumped.
In Uie next experiment, researchers
added ions into the worms. The result was
the contraction of the intestinal muscles,
proving that protons were acting like neunitransmitters .ind carrying the signal for
the muscle to contract.
Nematodes are tiny worms composed
of about 1,000 cells and are a good model
for studying human biology because of
similar tissue,
"It could be that these processes occur
in humaas. There are proton pumps present in intestinal cells and in the brain of
humans and mice," Davis said.

Crossing
Welcome Back Students!

Still looking for your home away from
home, come to ASHBY CROSSING!
Spaces are going fast so hurry in and reserve your
apartment for the 2008-2009 school year.
Featuring: Tanning Bed, Computer Center,
Fitness Center and much MORE!!!

PANDORA
gold, sterling silver, and precious stones

visit www.paiidora jewelry com

Christopher William Jewelers
1 vii

ive tun-Sot 10m ID Spm S4OJ34.9073

1191 Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540-432-1001
www.ashbycrossing.com
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Caribbean Tan
Thanks for voting us BEST tanning
salon in The 'Burg!!

January Special
5 months for

L

$99 ^

Caribbean Tan

5 basic sessions for

$20.08
Expires 01/31/08
JMU's 3 Best Locations
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RELAX IN THE LUXURY OF

|j3

Ckm&hh

HARRISONBURG'S NEWEST LUXURY OFF CAMPUS HOUSING

www,CJiavrle9^ohToiu^\e9.cow\
COI.DWF.LL
BANKER
COMMERCIAL

FUNKHOUSER
REALTORS'

540-434-5150

DON'T SIGN YET!
HARRISONBURG'S MOST LUXURIOUS OFF CAMPUS HOUSING IS COMING!
4 BEDROOMS ■ 4.5 BATHROOMS • 2 LAUNDRY ROOMS
LARGE LIVING AREAS • POOL • EXERCISE FACILITIES • GAME ROOM
WALKING DISTANCE TO 1SAT

715 Port Republic Road, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 • inlbfa c b< funkhouscr.com
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Editor: Anno Young
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[540) 568-3846
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Resolve to revise resolutions
Holidays warped in hypocrisy instead of wrapped in happiness
Happy New Year, JMU! Along with all those noble New
Year's resolutions to cut out D-Hal) desserts and to hit up
UREC more than once a week, I hope you all have decided to
focus your personal goals on a less egotistic level. With the
holiday season dwindling away and a cold front finally closing in, I feel the urge to bundle up—not just with my toasty
Polar fleece, but with a somewhat comforting peace of mind.
I've always looked forward to the holiday season. Good
food, family, time off and chilly weather: I could sing a duet
with Julie Andrews about how priceless my holiday memories are. But I swear, if I see one more Bally Total Fitness
commercial, I'm going to Tae Bo my TV.
This past month, a local radio station suggested that
consumers wrap gifts in newspaper instead of purchasing
wrapping paper for the holiday season. By doing so, one
remains eco-friendly, saves money and is possibly a bit more
original and daring by refusing to literally (and, of course,
figuratively) buy Into the market's holiday hypocrisy.
My initial reaction to this announcer's statement was
akin to watching an elderly person getting tasered. No dancing Santa on my presents? No elves with wooden tools on
the sticky tags plastered on my dozens of gifts this year? A
huge part of my past holiday joy is to suavely don that cheesy
Santa hat, prepare my Scotch tape and scissors and sit down
for an hour-long session of intense present wrapping. So why
did 1 feel less ecstatic and more estranged to the Christmas
tradition this year?
Alas, we are creatures of habit. In what I'd like to call
PPl), or Post-Presents Depression, we continue to challenge
one another to a game of "What did you get?*>»Who cares
what you gave? They're probably taking it back skyway. And
for New Years, we soy "What did you give up?" Semantics
say more than a million heartfelt old men in the c alimony
commercials. It's disconcerting to reduce the l
to material goods and quick results—and I
guilty of it
Ah, good old American materialism. \
ourselves
in it, we perfume ourselves in it, we sweat for il and fill out
a million redundantro«umtk questions tor it The tree does
look a little lesya^flft without all those prat \ packages
underneaik^fl
Rue people fear that the tr< i iiselt isn'i
without all the fancy-shmancy presents,
tree does function as a brilliant metaphor for
condition around the New Year
Bfcdoot want to know the anatomy of some of
PSaohrrions." So, how about just being more
lUtfot we do' I'm determined to find something
^^HHTngful this year than vowing to nuke myself better
^^^e all want to lose that flab on the underside of our
arms, find our soul mate and start putting our dirty underwear in the hamper on a daily basis. But what can we do as
JMU students to improve our campus, each other and our
communities? Of course, involving yourself in something
humanitarian is a heck of a lot more noble than building or
buying a six pack. New Year's resolutions should not just be
about brawn and babes.
As all those cliche Jenny Craig and e-Harmony commercials proclaim, here's your chance, kids! "A new year, a new
you." In 2008,1 encourage you all to warm up to some less
narcissistic alternatives—charitable, ecological or otherwise.
Tftici Cox is a junior English major.

Submit Dart*
& Pats online
at thebreeze.
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org, Darts & Pats
are submitted
anonymously and
are printed on a
rce-available
sis. Submissions are based
upon one person's
opinion of a given
situation, person
or event, and do
not necessarily
reflect the truth.

Can women be true football fans?

A "way-to-get-jiggy-wit-it" pat to the
guys who were driving past Mr. Chips
blaring the "Fresh Prince of Bel-Air"
theme song, rapping along with their
windows down.
From a senior who found herseff rapping along too.

A "you-are-fantastic" pat to everyone who was cast in either of the spring
semester's Mainstage shows, "Urinetown"
and Twelfth Night."
From a theater major who can't wait
to see the amazing talent you all have
to offer.

A 'sans-wrinkles-is-the-way-to-be'" pat
to an unknown dormmate who nicely folded my clothes and left them in the laundry
room before using the dryer I used.
From a resident who was grateful that
you didn't let her clothes get wrinkled.

A"meters-aren't-meant-to-sit-in"
dart to the woman sitting in the driver's
seat reading a book in one of the only two
meters outside the music building.
From an annoyed senior who just had
to run in the building for something.

An "everyone should try co-ed living"
pat to my two great guy friends and the
best roommates one could wish for.
From a female junior who never
thought that living with guys could be so
stress-free and fun.

A "pleasc-kecp-it-that-way" pat to
UREC for finally stocking up on magazines
in the fitness rooms.
From a regular exerciser who loves
being entertained by something other
than ESPN and CNN.

A "get-out-of-your-Uggs-bubble" dart
to all Ugg-boot owners who don't realize
they are so not cute outside of JMU.
From an anti-Uggs alumna who
knows you would have to try really hard
to find those hideous things on anyone's
feet in the real world.

A "why-aren't-there-motorcycle-spaces-in-the-first-place?" dart to the Parking
Services employee who gave two motorcycles each a ticket for parking together in
the same spot.
From an irritated student who is glad
they took up one spot instead of two.

An "and-I-thought-the-stacks-werebad-enough" dart to the boys who were
farting and laughing about it in the stacks.
From a grossed out senior who knows
your chances of getting laid in the stacks
just went from slim to none.

A "finally.-it's-finished!" pat to all of
the workers who were responsible for the
reconstruction of Miller Hall.
From a student who won't miss
the noisy construction and enjoys the
building's renovated appearance.

CCAU
^n —
As I sat on the couch last
,»«....or»™« Saturday evening watching the
YOUNGBERfc w^Askins playoff game, someH a
» \W"nS about 'he atmosphere
sianwrn*
«. p^dn't seem quite right.
Maybe it was the crab dip I
Br the flat Ginger Ale I drank. Or maybe
; scenario I thought of, featuring two
ngria and discussing cooking recipes
"of women crowded around the pork
1 obscenities at the television
(lines really changed? Have females truly become die-hard fans of the gridiron? All 1 can say about
this new phenomenon is: Hell yes, they have. According to Yahoo Sports, 16 percent of the NFL fan base
was female in 2006.
The total was even higher in classic football towns
such as Green Bay and Pittsburgh where female fan totals reached 29.4 percent and 34 percent, respectively.
In Pittsburgh, female fans have become such a force
that the team opened a simulated mini-camp that more
than 300 women attend each summer.
Sundays used to be a time for us men to gather
around the tube, watch the game and throw back some
beers, while spending a few precious hours away from
the women in our lives.
When game time rolled around, we could get away
from hearing which uniform looked prettier, whose
butt was cuter, and other such feminine inquiries that
we simply could not stand to listen to.
Those traditional game days are a thing of the past.
More men are finding themselves surrounded by those
they were trying to get away from.
I've witnessed this miraculous change with my own
eyes. The women in my family have become legitimate
fanatics; from my Dallas-Cowboys-loving little sister,
to my mother who loses her voice each weekend over
Kli Manning's performance.
1 thought maybe my family was different (possibly cooler than yours), but recent discoveries have
brought me to the realization that more females have
truly become football fans.
I'm sorry if you were looking for an intense argument concerning the supremacy of men over women
in the world of sports. Women have adapted to football and football has adapted to them.
Now on Sundays both men and women can sit together and enjoy the game without having to worry
about whose butt looked tighter.
Sean Youngberg is a sophomore SMAD major.

As Super Bowl season approaches, it's time for fair-weath1 er football fans to emerge from
L the dust and start cheering alongstaff writir
side those of us who have stuck it
out all season, dropping names
like Ton\ -Ramo id terms like "wild card" to join the
conversation. Mam ot these fans are women, and unfortunately thevgtve us true female football fanatics
a bad rap.
We're all accustomed to the depiction of women
as chatterboxes who interrupt the world of the NFL
with gossip or giggles. Most of us remember the beer
commercial a few years back where a woman changed
the channel to ice-skating in the middle of a big game,
much to the dismay of her annoyed boyfriend.
Unfortunately, these stereotypes are often confirmed in the real world. I've been to Super Bowl parties where female partygoers were braiding hair right
in front of the TV. Too many times I've heard from
women, "Oh I love [insert ieam|!...wait, what's a first
down?" Of course, these women have no obligation to
like football, and if they'd rather braid hair they have
every right to do so.
The problem is that these types of female fans
misrepresent a good chunk of us women who absolutely love football. I, for one, consider myself a
die-hard through and through. I knew all the words
to "Hail to the Redskins" by age three, and my Sunday mood is often dependent on whether or not the
'Skins earn a victory. I have female friends who run
their own fantasy football leagues, and I guarantee
that any man would be impressed by their ability
to analyze team stats before they pick their starting
lineups every week.
Men's and women's minds often work differently
when it comes to sports, and we don't always match
the way we demonstrate our love for a team. When
my fiance and I go to Redskins games, he prefers to
analyze the strategy behind the plays, while I like to
scream so loudly I lose my voice. He understands
play calling better than I do, but just because we get
different kinds of enjoyment from watching football
doesn't mean I'm less of a fan.
Despite the stereotypes, there are plenty of true
female football fanatics out there-and if you'd like to
challenge me on that, 111 argue with you once I get my
voice back.
Kathryn Manning is a senior history and political science major.

KATHRYN
MANNING.
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ANNA YOUNG,

Letter to the Editor .
A leom Hint needs its fons

Rate my perceptions
Students shouldn't rely on others'
professor reviews when it comes
to their own class selections
Hi. my name is Anna, and I used to be a user-reviews junkie.
It started as a harmless gander the summer before my freshman
year, after I found out about this new-fangled rating site of college professors, called ratemyprofessors.cotn. I was fascinated
by the fact that you could make two-second judgments about a
potential professor based on what others had to say about a class
or the professor who taught it.
In the scurry to sign up for classes my first semester. I didn't
think about my venture to the site that beholds everything I
wanted to know about JMU's pool of professors.
When my second semester rolled around and I could take
longer than three seconds to choose which courses I wanted to
take, I put ratemyprofessors.cotn to good use. and didn't click
the "Finish Enrolling" button unless I was certain I would like
the professor. I continued to do this for the Mod hTO svinesters,
forgoing enrolling in classes that were described with words like
"pop quizzes." "attendance policy" (unless It had a "no" in front
of it) or "get out if you can." or if students rated professors with
words like "worst," "hard to understand" or "the devil "
Last semester, I decided to try an experiment and check to
see if other students' reviews were realistic•. compared to my own
experiences. Some of the comments rang true, but I came to find
that most of my professors were painted in the wrong light. Or at
least that was my impression.
It's been eighty days since my last peek at professor reviews,
but I am proud to say that I don't take the reviews I read as seriniisl\ u I once did.
Now that I look back on my high expectations. I realize 1
probably missed out on some challenging courses..or professors
that I could have clicked with. This isti I l<> say that there aren't a
few bad cookies in a batch. However, I should have come to my
own conclusions by experiencing a class for myself rather than
rel\ ing on others' ratings.
In college, I feel like a professor should play less of a role as
her, who shovels busy work In itadenU noes, and more of
a role as a facilitator, who guides students' adventures of taking
education into their own hands. So a professor's personality or
even his or her teaching ability should come second to the way to
course is taught and how students absorb the course's information. Some attach a professor's personality with the content of
the course, but we all need to realize some professors may seem
hard merely because of the subject matter, or because they want
to push their students to do the best they can.
A professor of mine closed her class on Tuesday with some
reviews she's received over the years. As I expected, some wrote
her class off as an easy-A. some wrote that her class was disorganized and some wrote that she was extremely nice. After displaying | Power Point page full of comments, my professor confessed
that she had in fact submitted a few of the comments about
herself, boosting her own ratings, and showcasing her strengths
to show how easily people can skew others' perceptions. Who
knows how many other professors have done this, since every
post on ratemyprofessors.cotn is ammvmuuv
Kven though some chemistry between professor and student
would be nice, it's not a necessity in order to gain something from
the class or even pass a major-required course. And even if one

A%,

-iml.nl reports bad chemistry with a professor, that doesn't mean
you'll have the same interpretation. After all, opinion is all relative.
You might not want to walk into GHUM 200 with no idea of
the professor's teaching style, but don't come to class the first day
with preconceptions of how the entire course will be conducted.
They are arbitrary judgments, which may not hold true for
the next student who passes through that professor's classroom
doors. Not only are the comments arbitrary, but they usually
reflect polar opinions of people who either loved or hated the
professor or class.
When it comes down to it, ratemyprofessors.com is just a
fun way to see what others have to say about your potential professors. It's sometimes humorous to see just how spiteful students can be to past professors. The reviewers may want to rant
or relieve a grudge they have against a certain professor, or they
may want to put a particular professor on a pedestal because of
the way that students was treated.
Take everything you gather from the site with a grain of salt.
If you shouldn't judge a book by its cover, you shouldn't judge a
professor by a smiley (or frowny) face.
Anna Young is a sophomore SMAl) and sociology major.

Welcome back to JML'. I hope you had a great holiday break
and that 2008 is off to a terrific start. These are exciting times at
JMU as we enter the Centennial Year. With that said, our basketball season is also in full swing.
This year's men's basketball team has already produced some
exciting moments and I'm sure many more are in store. While we
continue to make great strides, we still have a ways to go and the
point of this letter is to get you to understand that you are a major
part of that process.
Having coached in manysituatioas, including the Atlantic Coast
Conference, I have learned that atmosphere is a key to winning and
to recruiting high-level student-athletes who will make winning a
habit. You, the student body, are vital to our growth and success.
Many people talk about the Electric Zoo-the rowdy and innovative student section in the '70s. '80s and early '90s. It's my hope
that we can re-invent the Zoo to help motivate our team and create the best home court atmosphere in the Colonial Athletic Association. We need an arena that vibrates with enthusiasm. We have
nine home games in January and February starting with UNCW
this Saturday at 8 p.m. The entire team hopes to see you there.
Dean Keener
JMU men s basketball coach

Submit your letter to the editor
at tweez9epwioa(a>gmail.com

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL 2007-2008
BEST OF THE 'BURG WINNERS
Best Tanning Salon:

Caribbean Tan

Bast Nail Salon:

US Nails

Best Hair Salon:

The Studio

Best Mexican Food:

El Charro

Best Pizza:

Francos

Best Fine Dining:

Joshua Wilton House

Best Chinese Food:

Great Wok

Best Italian Food:

L Italia

Best Ethnic Cuisine:

Taste of Thai

Best Late-Night Food:

Dave's

Best Breakfast:

Mr. J's

Best Sandwich Shop:

Panera

Best Burger:

Rocktown Grill

Best Golfing:

Pack saddle

Best Cheap Eats:

Jess' Quick Lunch

Best On-campus Dining:

Festival

Best On-campus Hang Out:

The Quad

Best Place to Study:

Library

Beat Jeweler:

James McHone

Best Ice Cream:

Kline's

Best Lawyer

Aaron L Cook

Best Live Music:

Rocktown

Best Place to Live (Off-campus):

Sunchase

Alley Cat

Best Place to Live (On-campus):

Quad

Best Tattoo Parlor

Best Vehicle Repair/Service: Shenandoah Automotive
Best Tourist Attraction:

Skyline Drive

Best Coffee Shop:

Greenberry's

Best Grocery Shop:

Martin's

Best Spa/Massage Parlor

Tangles

Best Thrift Store:

Goodwill

Best Hookah Bar

Firetop

Best Downtown Hang-out:

Dave's

Best Nightlife:

Rocktown

Best Cab Service:

ABC Cab

Best Gym:

UREC
Best Florist: Flights of Fancy AND
Blakemore's (tie)

The Breeze thanks all JMU students
who voted online for Best of the 'Burg!
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Starting Thursday, register for a
week's free vacation at one of three
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style resolutions 2008
The Breeze's style guru gives tips on how to stay
true to yourself while looking toward the future
BY SEAN SANTIAGO
(onlribuling writer

Every new year we're expected to change some aspect of ourselves for the
better. Many people say they'll lose weight or hit the gym more often, or give
up smoking. This year, however, it's time to focus on something a little different. It's a new year and it's time to start dressing like it. A few simple resolutions is all it takes to make you look fabulous in 2008.
1) Turn something old into something new.
Tailoring is an inexpensive and efficient method of recycling any wardrobe.
People often settle for less than the best fit when they're young, but it's simple
enough to fix that mistake when one gets older. Men especially seem to feel
emasculated when they're not size XXL, but they don't realize that oversized
clothes make the wearer look childish. A tailor can tweak dress clothes as well
as jeans and even polo shirts. Inseams can be shortened and waists taken in
- you can even have the "bootcut" removed from your pants if you've grown
tired of the style. All of these alterations are usually between $10 - $20. People
should also keep tailoring in mind when shopping for new pieces that could be
taken in or shortened in a few places but are otherwise perfect.
2) Be your own trendsetter.
If any trends work against your body type or flat-out repulse you, ignore
them. Apple Bottom jeans and boots with fur aren't for everyone. Developing
a personal sense of style and avoiding an "attack of the clones" mentality will
help you stand out in a crowd and make shopping less confusing.
3) Invest in tomorrow, today.
Save up and buy a suit now before you are thrust into the real world as a
penniless college graduate. Most interviews and jobs require more formal attire and it's actually more cost-conscious to buy a well-made suit or two (for
variety) and then forget about it for a few years. Guys can check out GQ or Details, both of which regularly feature comparisons of the best suits out there,
at all different price points, or peruse men.style.com before making a final
decision. InStyle often has suiting ideas for women and books such as "What
Not to Wear" hosts Stacy London and Clinton Kelly's "Dress Your Best" feature
basic advice on finding the right fit.
4) Shop with a conscience.
It's finally getting easier to buy eco-friendly clothing and accessories without entirely going the hippie route. Barney's holiday theme was "Give Good
Green" so you know its at least getting chicer if not cheaper to walk a mile in Al
Gore's shoes. Speaking of shoes, TOMS are a unique shoe that's already popular on the JMU campus. As distinctly styled as a Toyota Prius, TOMS combine
a low environmental impact with a great cause: for every pair bought, another
is donated to an impoverished child. If shoes aren't your thing, seek out an
H&M that carries the store's organic cotton line, or visit American Apparel
for organic cotton tees. You can easily Google stores and Web sites offering
clothing made out of organic cotton, hemp and even bamboo. If all of that still
seems like too much effort, donate unwanted wears to the Goodwill.
5) Dress who you are, not who you think you want to be.
Instead of resolving to go to the gym obsessively to improve your image, try
upgrading your style and seeing how quickly your self-confidence rises. This
applies to guys as well, although in a slightly different context. There seems to
be a stigma against smallness when in reality not every guy is built to be buff.
Acceptance is the first step to style and once you realize your body type youll
stop looking like a dwarf with a Paul Bunyan complex and start looking like a

For more style tips from Sean, (heck out modemadison.blogspot.com

Three bands have potential for greatness in upcoming year
Indie groups hope to make it big
in the music industry in 2008
BY JESS M0VAK
stnior writer

In turbulent limes such as these, what does it
take for an up-and-coming hand to c.itch tbtattU
tktn of a distracted public? With so many dihVivnt
means to obtain music and a plethora of options to
choose from, how can a hopeful artist or band make
a lasting impression on a musically-moody public'
TTiree artists have proven themselves capable and
music-lovers should keep an eye on them this year
I In- Cool Kids
Favorite lyric: 'Tin just a teenager with .1 little hit

out
about
What's happening
around the 'Burg

of gold and a pager."
These two Chicago natives have an irrcsistibilit\ BVtO WO/M'FH/ Slime maga/ine can't ignore. For
many listeners, rap music can become monotonous and l\rns ran IK- predictable and tiresome.
However, The Cool Kids bring a retro feeling back
to the art form with a heavy bass and a slow lyrical
flow, distinguishing themselves with more than
nist fa sound One look at this duo's unique style
and it's easy to see why they are impossible to contuse with the multitude of other rap artists flooding the genre. Flat-brimmed hats, BMX bikes and
tight-fitting jeans on | rap artist have never looked
cooler
These "kids" began their beats in true aist
Centun fashion by meeting on MySpace where
-M M-.ii-old producer Chuck Inglish found 19year old Mike> Rocks two years ago. Since then,
the duo has toured with M.l.A. and released a

THURSDAY:
Jimmy O
Excited that the first week of classes
is almost over? Blow off some
steam and head out on the
town tonight. Check out Hamsonburg rocker- Jimmy O as he
plays a collection of favontes
at finmgan's Cove, located
at 30 West Water Stieet m
downtown Harnsonburg.

video for "Black Mags" that made BMX bikes the
coolest thing since Lupe Fiasco's skateboard anthem "Kick PushNew Young Pony Club
Favorite lyric: T can make you ice cream/We
could be a sweet team."
New Young Pony Club, a five-piece, Londonbased group, is a breath of fresh air in a stuffy
room. With new wave electronics, a powerful
stage presence by lead singer Tahita Buhner and
innocent, yet provocative lyrics like those of its
most successful single "Ice Cream," the group delivers unbridled energy to audiences.
NYPC formed in 2005 and released two singles
with the indie label Tirk Recordings before joining
the Australian label Modular Recordings, which
has also signed inajoi indie hands such as Wolf
mother. NYPC sold out their first headlining tour,

FRIDAY:
Bowling and Karaoke
What's better than bowling? Bowling
AND karaoke combtnea''Valley Lanes
will hold a karaoke night from 9 pm.
- I a.m. Grab your fnends.
——-■ your
f — best
■ ■■■
bowling shirt and
some socks and
head over to
the lanes and
enioyi

which promoted their debut album Fantastic Playroom released in July 2007.
Though it has enjoyed limited success abroad
as compared to their label's base country, their
potential is clear. NYPC's live performances make
them worthy, thanks to Buhner s wild aerobic performance. She has a haircut that looks like a truthor-dare game gone wrong and an incredibly flashy
'80s style that takes-audiences right back to the
days of Madonna and Olivia Newton John.
M.I.A.
Favorite lyric: "All I wanna do is (bang, bang,
bang, bang)/And (kkkkaaa ching!)/And take your
money."
M.l.A. or Mathangi Maya*' Arulpragasiim. is
a rare breed of musician.

SATURDAY:

BHHanb
Tournament
Think you have
what it takes to
win big? Show your billiard talents this
weekend! Gold Crown Billiards is hosting
a 9-ball tournament beginning at 2 p.m.
Those who enter in the tournament get
to play free pool from I - 2 pm before
the games start

mfcUDS,>tttll

SUNDAY:
Artful Dodger
You've made it all the way through
the first week of school, only to have
it start all over again Relax after a
busy weekend and before Monday's
£
c lasses and enjoy some
acoustic music at the
Artful Dodger. The
live music starts at at
8 p.m.
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BANDS: What's in store for
the music scene in 2008?
BANDS from ptp 9
Born in Hounslow, London to a Tamil activist, Arulpragasam moved to her native country of
Sri I.ink.i and later spent time between India. Sri
Lanka and London as civil war broke out. After surviving war and various relocations, she began art
school and became a successful visual artist long
before considering a musical career, as it was her
letat-OOBfidBDl artistic area.
However, with the success of "Galang" and
l,ul> -killer" thanks to tile-sharing capabilities and
wnrd-of-mouth, M.IA became a record label buzzword by 2004 when she was signed to XL Recordings. As if her resume were not impressive enough.

M.IA maintains her creative edge by refusing to
bargain with any label which threatened her creative
control and promptly told XL, Trust me, you haw
l>een looking for me," upon signing with them.
In addition to Iteing justifiably arrogant. M.I.A.
is also extremely active with global outreach programs, especially those concerned with relationships between first and third world countries.
M.I.A., unlike many celebrity donors, brings firsthand knowledge of war-torn countries. She has
lived through the tumult of civil war within her
own country and continues to play a hands-on role
in aiding struggling countries such as Liberia which
she visited in December 2006.

Jane Austen, in abundance
with Colin Firth, and "Emma." starring Kate Beckinsale, have aired in past years on A&E.
Eaton believes what makes this set of adaptations stand apart from other versions is a focus
un the mnvrt;untu-s that awaited an unmarried
woman and on the passion that people felt for
each other despite living in a "buttoned*up" society.
"The Complete Jane Austen" already has a
built-in audience with fans of the author and regular viewers of "Masterpiece," Eaton said. But,
she added, the universal appeal of beautiful scenery, sympathetic characters and a good love story
should attract viewers unfamiliar with the novels,
plu~ ywilujjH R'-ni'nitions who might not typically
watch the series.
"I think that the novels are so open-ended and
subtle that they allow us to speak to ourselves," said
I.11.1 chinh.il Wallace, an associate professor and
tattM scholar at George Washington University.
"People love these novels and they can't get enough
of new versions of them* on screen.
One reason why Austen's novels are well-suited
to television adaptation, Wallace said, is that Austen is "so good at dialogue."
"She's a scriptwriter's dream," Wallace said,
"because there's so little to do."

BY BECKY KRYSTAL
Ihf Washington Post

Hold on to your teacups. Jane Austen fans: A
three-month tribute to the renowned author begins
Sunday on PBS.
"The Complete Jane Austen" includes adaptations of her six finished novels, plus a dramatization of her life.
Rebecca Eaton, executive producer of Sunday
night staple "Masterpiece" (formerly "Masterpiece
Theatre"), said Austen's "limited canon" made an
ideal television package — quite a feat for a woman
who lived from 1775 to 1817.
"Whoever thought Jane Austen would be event
television?" she said. "But it is."
Austen's heroines from 200 years ago translate
well for the 21st century because they are intelligent and spunky and stand up to authority, said
Marsha Huff, president of the Jane Austen Society
of North America.
"You can put them in modern dress and [they]
still seem like people we understand," Huff said.
Four of the book-based pieces — "Persuasion,"
"Northanger Abbey," "Mansfield Park" and "Sense
and Sensibilin" - are new "Pride and Prejudice,"

.Best Student Rates!

JNESS PLANS AS LOW AS $20.00 PER MONTH
JOIN OUR FAMILY
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY.

home her parents rented in Essex and later to hei
elderly cousins' house in Heredfordshire, "which
in a much humbler way was somewhat similar to
HOLLYWOOD - Vanessa Redgrave was3 years the country house that was the home of the main
old during the evacuation of Dunkirk, the 1940 .-haractcrs" in "Atonement." Redgrave said.
rescue operation of British and French troops
"I got roped in by a boy who was a little bit
that is portrayed to gripping effect - via a pan- older than myself, and wed put on plays, when
oramic, minutes-long tracking shot - in the warI was 4 and he was 6 and my brother was 2," shi
time romance "Atonement."
said. "We used to charge what was called a ship
"One of my very first memories was eating my park penny, a halfpenny, and rope in as many
breakfast one summer morning, which actually people in the household and some of the people
turned out to be August, when the Blitz started," who were living there who were also evacuated
Redgrave said recently. "The air raid siren trenl
from Oxford, and we'd put these plays on to make
off, the first big, big warning, for real, my nanny money for the merchant navy."
calling me in, and then from then on at night we'd
Redgrave, who turns 71 this month, still look'
go down to the cellar of the house my parents had
resplendent, with liquid blue eyes and a men
rented."
sured, at times languid manner of speech.
Redgrave was recalling this in her hotel suite
Last August she concluded a nearly half-yeai
at the Four Seasons, as the sound of leaf blowers
Broadway run of "The Year of Magical Thinking,'
drifted up to the room. She was in Los Angeles the one-woman show based on Joan Diriiun to promote "Atonement," bringing an unhurried memoir of the year after the sudden death of Did
grace to the grubby hustle of a media junket.
ion's husband, writer John Gregory Dunne.
It seems inaccurate to call Redgrave's a
Redgrave is set to reprise the show in London
walk-on role, given the depth she has to project.
tin. spring Her role in "Atonement" is relatively
Throughout "Atonement." Hi mm is played pri- minuscule, though it is also unusual, even for an
marily by two actresses, Saoirse Ronan as the actress of her caliber.
pretematurally poised young girl, and Romola
Redgrave's acting, of course, has deep roots.
Garai as the young woman, a shcllshocked nurse Father Michael, mother Lady Redgrave, who perin a triage hospital.
formed under the name Rachel Kempson. The
It is merely Redgrave's job to show up at the
Redgrave children - Vanessa, brother I'orin
very end as the accomplished novelist Briony ends Storied as her acting career has been, Redgrave's
up becoming and to embody one of the themes of .iitivism OVM the vears has become inextricabK
the story - art's ability to resonate beyond the linked to her image. For better and for worse, you
brutality of war.
could say she is a latter-day pioneer in the politiSomewhere in her fine, studied performance n/.ilion of a movie career.
is the alchemy of Redgrave's talent and experiWith Eleanor Roosevelt's work on tin In
ence, but also this theme.
ternational Declaration of Human Rights as hei
For like Briony, Redgrave experienced war at ' "golden compass." Redgrave has traveled to wai
once up close and at a remove — in Redgrave's zones and been an ambassador to UNICEF. II
case, as the offspring of acting royalty. With her was in this capacity that she put on an arts festifather, Michael Redgrave, serving in the merchant val in 1999 for ethnic Albanians displaced during
navy, the Redgraves evacuated London, first to a the Kosovo war.
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Redgrave adds fighting spirit
to 'Atonement' performance
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How to build a national contender
Soccer coach voted Virginia
Coach of the Year for third
time in 18 years at Madison

cat* aurtnr tf CATHY IVUm/tym M«*o

From long shot to longtime coach
When Lombardo started JMUs program
in 1990, he had no Division I coaching experience He interviewed lor two days with
JMU administrators in December 1989 and

BY MAnHEW MCG0VERH
oisiilcfil sports edilc

Coach lombardo has hod only two losing seasons at JMU, whet making tight KM foumorrants.

institutions? Probablv because he started
the program he coaches, and has molded it
into a perennial national contender.

Dave Lombardo traveled down to a barren James Madison University campus after
fall finals in 1989, hoping to get a break from
the snow in New Hampshire. But he arrived
at the Charlottesville-Albemarle Airport to a
familiar winter sight.
"I don't know what I expected, I don't
know if I expected palm trees or what,"
Lombardo says. "[But] I got down here and
they had as much snow on the ground M we
did."
The snow was a letdown, but his interview with JMU administrators was some
consolation. After spending a couple years
out of the profession, Lombardo's successful interview put him in position for a return
to coaching women's soccer. Almost two decades later, he hasn't left.
Lombardo is the type of coach who gives
his players much more than just on-the-field
guidance. He'll tell you he's 5-foot-g (its debatable whether that's wishful thinking) but
few have higher stature in terms of respect
from their peers and pupils.
College coaches often trade in success
for higher-profile gigs. But at JMU, Lombardo has shunned multiple job offers in his
18 years at the helm. Why does he turn down
opportunities to coach at more prominent

some time went by because of the holidays,
.it-cording to lombardo. Madison's athletic
director at the time. Dean Killers, was impressed with the interview and described
I/mibardo as a people person. But I-ombardo was skeptical.
"To be honest with you, I thought I was
going to be a real long shot because I didn t
have any Division I coaching experience at
that lime." lombardo pays,
While he didn't have Division I coaching
experience, he did have experience starting
I vanity program. He cultivated the chit)
women's soccer team into one of the top Division II programs in the country at Keene
State College, a small school in New Hampshire. He was a varsity coach at Keene St.it.for seven years and spent three years as the
Owls' club team coach before that.
Killers' only reservation regarded Lombardo's recent departure from the coaching
profession He coached al Keene Slate from
1981-87 before resigning and focusing on his
position as academic administrator.
"Our concern was basically, he gave up
0 ttcMng -- why is he wanting to come back."
Killers says. "We decided after meeting with
David that he realh was Interested iii coach*
ing again, and he thought with scholarships

he could do a better job."
Lombardo didn't have the benefit <>1
scholarships al Keene Stale and hasiralK
held open tryoutslo fill his team. Despite t Iklack of resources. Uimbardo led the Owls to
an NCAA tournament appearance in 10H1.
in their third year as a varsity team.
"I was very impressed with him is | Ml
son. that he would be able to recruit." hhlers
says. "He meets people well and easilv. and 1
think we made a good choice
JMU administrators ultimately decided
that lombardo's accomplishments at the
small school in New Hampshire made him
suitable for the job.
Lombardo recounts the phone call and
says, "Somebody contacted me in January
saying 'Well we've got good news and we've
got bad news. The good news is you're our
first choice candidate; the bad news is the
governor just put a hiring freeze and we
don't know when they're going to lift that
Because JMU couldn't officially give him
the job, Lombardo continued to work as director of admissions at Keene Slate making
a couple trips a month to Virginia to rcCruit
for Madison's new team. He could have resigned as director of admissions in January,
but if he left any later than that he would
have put Keene State at a disadvantage for
bringing in the new class of students.
"The hiring freeze lasted until almost the
Inhuming of March, and they finally lilted it
and offered me the job and 1 took it," Lombardo says. "But Hook it with the conditions
that 1 could not leave Keene State until the
summer, until I had seated that class lor
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Convo must be the sixth man
Student Duke Club and Athletic
Marketing push for more fan support
BY TIM CHAPMAN
sports editor
JMU junior forwan) Kyle Swanston is one of campnsa more recognizable figures.
No? Well surely you've seen his giant bright yellow
SUV wilfa the Louis Vuitton trim rolling through lilue■toni I'nv.-on I dailv basis
Or maybe you've seen his towering 6-foot, 7-inch
slender body, walking from class to class with a vibrant
smile to natch his eccentric fri/yy hair-do. resembling
The Simpsons cartoon character Sideshow Bob.
What more students don't know about Swanston is
the energy he brings to the court for the 9-4 Dukes.
Unfortunately for the Spring Hill.
Mi native, he hasn't had many op- u. '
portuuities in his earen to show the InCn 5
Student body the fist-pumping movie
that he wants the Convocation Centei

crowds to join
I lo\e it. "Swanston said of the en

BOSKBIDQII
(

",u,d°y
UNCW.11 JMU

I crowd can bring "1 think they H p in.
■■ me '
cation
li> not that Swanston hasn't seen Center
much of the floor, but in his last two seasons at JMI "his team's combined 12-46 record has merited
an average home attendance ofjUSt 3*S6l, i" -i" ■ neii.i tli.it
imodatofl 7(156 ~~ BOt including standing room.
"Just come lo the game," Swanston said he plans to
tell students at I rally to be held Friday on the Commons
"They're the sixth man Kverv person helps Speaking
lioin someone who gins l») awa\ games and sees their
guns packed and heirs their crowds, it hypes your studenls up."
The Student Duke Club, along with JMU Athletic
Marketing, is holding the ■ ■ ■ 11 > in bopei oi drawing a big
croud for Saturday night's gome against North Caroli
na-Wihniuglon. The game will start al 8 p.m. and is lieiii}; televised on MASN (Mid Atlantic Sports Network)
which iM'ituallv isii t earned in Harrisonburg.
"In the 70S, 8os. and 90s. JMU was one of the donn

nating mid-major teams in the country," Duke Club
faculty advisor Taylor Adkins said. "We (had) some big
wins. If we can get the word out, I think we have the best
fans in the [Colonial Athletic Association]."
Adkins, 22, finished his undergraduate degree at
JMU last Spring and is now a full-time grad-student. He
grew up in the Virginia Beach area following Old Dominion, but remembers traveling to Harrisonburg when the
Monarchs t(x>k on the Dukes.
"The ground was almost moving, the lights almost
swaying,* Adkins said. "It would rival some of the best

in the country."
\lvssa Gerlando ol Athletic Marketing continued
Other plans to promote Saturday's game, including free
mugs to be handed out to the first 500 students. The
department was also working on possibl) raffling I tlaiMiivn IV during the game.
"I honestly think that if the team keeps playing the
way they do the fan base will come back." (lerlando said.
"There's a great product on the floor right now and 1
think that speaks for itself."
Gerlando added that the goal is for the rally and a
mass e-mail to encourage students to not only go to the
game, but also get there early to increase their chances
"t winning the TV.
"We're trying to drum up support...am-way possible,"
Adkins said.
The Dukes themselves will also need to continue
playing well for fan support to grow.
They started the season with a 100-88 victory over
Siena on Nov. 9 and finished non-conference play with
only three losses, including a 112-110 overtime defeat at
Seton Hall on Dec. 22.
JMU is 2-1 in the CAA with a win at Northeastern on
DtC 1 and a 62-61 last-second win over Virginia Commonwealth on last Wednesday.
The Dukes lost to a struggling Hoistm team (n-« overall, 1-2 CAA) on Saturday in New York, but know that a win
last night at William & Mary can also help generate buzz
loi the weekend's game against the Seahawks. {The Breeze
deadline came More the Wednesday's game finished.)
"If we (lost) Wednesday [we'd] be going into the
game going 1-3 in our last four," junior guard Joe POtey
said. "I mean we'll still have an overall good record but
that kind of takes away from it a little bit...especially here
il kind of turns into what have you done for me lately."

phUo iwflny of (4IW KUSMO/Vrti Mad*
Junior forward Kyle Swanston averages 9 2 points a ponw ond leads the leom in 3 point ottempls with 66.

Increased funding revives swim team
BYWISSHAW
sonic wirtti
When JMU cut seven of its varsity men's trams and three ol its
women steams in 2006, the decision washeavilv questioned. Liwsuits
and turmoil followed and highlighted a national tend bated 00 Title
IX. However, what few considered was the In-nelits il would haw* on
the varsitv teams that remained at JMU.
Throughout the late 1980s and early 2000s the women's swim and
dive team flourished at JMU, winning live CAA championships over
lhat span — the last coming in 2001 — anil Maine rm iguized as a pe
rennial title-contender in the conference Hut the -aiccess laded rapidly
as scholarships weren't there. And although the womenj (4 record
this season may not seem overly successful, it is a considerable stride
for a team that has Mn under-funded and overlooked for the past
half-decade.
"In terms of previous records since I've been on Ihe team, that [record] is pretty decent for us. lanJof captain Grace DeMarrasi MM
We \\M\ a realh good stall and we've come so hi as a team so [ think
these next thnv meets will be wins tor us and well end up with a good
record"
because ot the Title IX-based division, swim and dive is being lullv
funded for the first time this year, giving fourth-year coach Samantha
Smith scholarships and a renewed chance at success
So far, JMU's freshman class has lived up to that billing.

Die JMU swim leom participates in a (ompetilion Saturday at Godwin Hall

"Asa whole, our freshman class has come in and reallv worked weO
as a team," Smith said.
Die Dukes will look to build on the promising season as thev host
the Virginia Military Institute and CAiV-riv.il Delawai. on Saturdas at
Godwin Hall.
"We don't swim against VMI very much. They are just going to I*
some extra Mlies in Ihe water for us to compete against I think the
biggest competition we're going to see is Delaware," Smith said. "Wc'v<

* '*-*-* ■

■

■ -

had a lot ol close meets with them in the past. 1 think that we match
up well, so it's going to be up to us to swim our own meet and work
towards on 1 strengths and hopefullv get our hands on the wall first in
close-race situations '
In tin process, Smith hopes the team can rcltound from a diMp
pointing loss to the undefeated Northeastern squad last Saturdav
"Wedidn't perform our Ml on Saturday.' DcManais said. And
I think we went into that meet not ready to win. I think we were realb
capable ot Miting them, Manse ifyOU look at ihe girls we are \nv\U
evenly matched. Hut they were in it to win it and we were fuel drag
gni"
DcMarrais is optimistic aboul the teem regaining composure this
weekend In thetri-meei.
"I think we're going to win,'' lVMarraissaid Kverv one was disappointed from our previous meet, so it gives us a little motivation to do
well. We're training hard, and we'll be ready '
JMU is entering its second meet since a six week lav oil. not hav
ing raced prior to Saturday since a Nov. 18 invitational at Hm knell
Despite not having am races in DceemM. it was still a grueling month
of training and buildup lor the heart ol the schedule thev now |
Aside from ihe ability to train harder because no races interrupted
its schedule. JMU was also able to travel to Idorida lor a week ol Irani
Ing and (cam building following finals week.
December is probably the hardest month for swimming. DeMariais s.iul Its intensity and volume based. It's hard lo stav motivated
because we're ID focused on finals, (but) we walked away from our
l-'lorida trip really positivelv.
And as the Dukes enter Ihe home stretch of their ■chadulo, this
Ming "bottom heavy team
as Smith puts it
seems to DC piepai
ing to peak at the right lime.
,
W. if leemg DM resuHs of Mime speed work. Even though mil
times are good we tan still expect a lot more improvement throughnul
the season. Smith said.

t♦♦ • 0 »«»♦*•• •
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L0MBARD0: Coach emphasizes academics

Gibbs walks away from football

10MIUDO. front pigtM

IYUMFUMU

dm."
While lombardo was focused on fulfilling his duties at
Keene £tatc, his recruiting trips down south were of equal
importance. He would have the benefit of offering scholarships to players immediately, something he never had in
New Hampshire.
"He convinced mc that this was something that he really wanted to do." Ehlers says. "He wanted to get back into
coaching, something that he loved, and get out of the track
ih.it he had taken into administration."
I.. mbardo won over the JMU administration with his
genuine and personable nature, and his emphasis on academics was also a factor. Senior Annie Lowry remembers
• being swayed toward JMU as a college recruit because of
Lombardo's straightforward manner.
"He told me he's not gonna sugar coat things," Lowry
says "He's not gonna try to sell the campus to me or the
school to me. but he's gonna let it speak for [itself], which
was one "I the realest things I had ever heard. That's kind
cif what attracted me to this school."
The JMU administration expected Lombardo's team to
be competitive regionally, and he accomplished that goal
quickly. In 1991, his second year coaching at JMU, the
team finished second in the ECAC championships. Two
\ i-.irs later, the Dukes were ECAC runner-ups again.
His breakthrough year was 1995, when JMU made its
first NCAA tournament appearance after winning the Colonial Athletic Association tournament and an automatic
bid to the NCAAs. The Dukes would make it five NCAA appearances in a row as they received at-large qualifications
each year from 1996-99.
While JMU emerged as a national contender in the
90s, Lombardo continued to place an emphasis on academics that's still in effect today. "That's actually why 1
started looking at this school first," Lowry says. "He definitely pushes us to reach our potential, he sends us emails
1" oinuratulate us on our GPAs and holds the team to a
higher standard than most coaches would."
Last fall, Lombardo punctuated his 18th season at Madison by leading JMU to its eighth NCAA tournament appearance and a school record 17 wins. The Dukes compiled
a 17-5-1 record and earned an at-large berth to the NCAAs.
Pol his efforts, Lombardo was voted Virginia Coach of the
Year by members of the Virginia Sports Information Direclurs As.M»ciation. It was the third time he has received that
honor, including the 1995 and 1996 seasons.
But to understand Lombardo's success at JMU, you
have to look back on his experience as an athletic administrator at Keene State College.

SCSU, Bob Dikranian, Lombardo developed an affinity for
the technical aspects of the game
"It was a great soccer environment and I had a great
coach," Lombardo says. "He was the person that really inspired me to get into the coaching ranks."
At the same time he participated in collegiate sports, he
was involved in extracurriculars relating to his education degree. Lombardo taught high school as a student teacher and
substitute teacher while at Southern Connecticut State, and
got involved with coaching track and soccer as well. These
experiences fueled the ambitions that would lead him to pioneer the varsity women's soccer program at Keene State.
When he started his professional career at the small
school in New Hampshire, his jobs were mostly in the administrative field, he says. He focused on admissions, and
coaching was just something he did "on the side." There
weren't many full-time coaching positions at Keene State.
But there was a club women's soccer team. Lombardo
began coaching it. and helped elevate the team to varsity
status. One day, he saw an advertisement for the coaching
job at James Madison University, and he started considering other possibilities.
"I remember just seeing that and wondering what it
would be like to have an opportunity to just coach on a
full-time basis," Lombardo says. "Kind of on a whim, I was
ready to leave where I was."
Lombardo reflects on the quaint southwestern New
Hampshire town, a place that holds many positive memories for him.
"1 was at Keene State for almost 13 years, and I had
gone up there with sort of the expectation that I was going
to stay there for about three to five years and 1 certainly
surpassed that. It was a great little college, beautiful little
small New England town, but I was ready for a change."
While he accomplished a lot in Keene, his accomplishments in Harrisonburg are even more notable. The NCAA
committee recognizes Madison's strength of schedule and
competitiveness even when the Dukes fail win their conference tournament. Out of the eight tournament appearances
JMU has had, six of them were at-large qualifications.
And you can bet that Lombardo uses that to impress
recruits, but when a coach is entering his 19th season in
charge of a successful program that he built, Lowry said it
best: it speaks for itself.

Record at JMU by year

Administration and Instruction

1W0

11-7-0

1999

14-7-1

After graduating from Southern Connecticut State Uni\>-i-.it\ in 1976, Lombardo decided to pursue a master's
degree in higher education from Southern Illinois University-Carbondale, and completed that degree in 1980. He
began his professional career as administrative assistant
at Keene State, and became director of admissions at the
age of 30.
"It was very difficult to find teaching jobs in Connecticut at that time - the market was saturated," Lombardo
said. "I had an opportunity to get a graduate degree in
higher education administration, and I thought that's what
I wanted to do, go work in the administrative side of things,
maybe eventually become a dean of students or vice president of student affairs, or something along those lines."
Before rising to the top of his field as an academic adDinittratOT, Lombardo had felt that he might be suited
for another vocation. While playing soccer for his coach at

1991

15-7-0

2000

10-11-0

1992

12-M

2001

10-9-2

1993

I1-1M

2002

1343

1994

124-1

2003

7-10-3

1995

144-1

2004

1143

1996

154-2

2005

1241

1997

117-2

2006

11-9-2

1998

1341

2007

17-5-1

The Breeze is hiring!
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Joe Gibbs is leaving his Washington
Redskins family to spend more time with
his real one.
The Hall of Fame coach retired from
football Tuesday, three days after the end
of an emotionally trying season that included the fatal shooting of safety Sean
Taylor.
Gibbs. whose 2-year-old grandson was
diagnosed with leukemia last January,
stepped down with one year remaining
on his five-year, $27 r, million contract.
Redskins owner Daniel Snyder was unsuccessful in his attempts to convince Gibbs to
stay, talking to him until the early hours of
Tuesday morning.
"My family situation being what it is
right now, I told him I couldn't make the
kind of commitment I needed to make,"
Gibbs, 67, said during a news conference
at team headquarters in Ashbum, Va.
He added of his family: "I felt like they
needed me."
The coach, who also served as team
president, spent a total of 16 years with the

Winter Sports New Year Update
Men's Basketball
In his fourth year Coach Dean Keener
has begun to turn the program around.
The Dukes (9-4 overall, 2-1 CAA, before
last nights game) already have half the
wins they accumulated in the previous
three seasons combined. The marquee win
was a 62-61 victory over VCU Jan. 2 at the
Convocation Center, capped by Juwann
James' game-winning buzzer-beater.
Their 7-3 non-conference record is
highlighted with a 100-88 win over Siena
and a 112-110 overtime loss to Big East
school Seton Hall. Senior forward Terrance Carter leads the Dukes in scoring
and rebounding with 15.3 and 8.1, respectively. St. Joseph's transfer Abdulai Jalloh
is second in points averaging 15.2.

Women's Basketball
After losing four straight games in December, the women's team has won two
straight by a combined 92 points. The
Dukes routed Wagner 100-48 on Dec. 31
and beat UNC Wilmington 79-39 in their
first January game Sunday.
Madison (8-4 overall, 1-0 CAA) faces
Georgia State tonight at 7 p.m. The Panthers (3-9, 0-1) have lost two straight, including their conference opener against
No. 23 Old Dominion.
Senior forward Tamera Young leads
JMU with 20.9 points a game and 9.6 rebounds a contest. Freshman point guard

B*£?*"qy
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• Editor-in-Chief
• Managing Editor
• Editor

GREAT EXPERIENCE! GREAT PAY OPPORTUNITIES!
joblink.jmu.edu

Apply now!

540-568-6127

Congratulations
to all 2007-08 Best of the
'Burg winners!
(see p. 8)
www.thebreeze.org

Dawn Evans is the only other player averaging double figures with 12.8 points a
game.

Women's Swimming
In the Dukes first year of full-funding, fourth-year coach Samantha Smith
has used her new scholarships to bring in
a competitive freshman class. The team's
depth is reflected by the 3-4 record, already
an improvement over last year's 1-7 finish.
Freshman Layne Eidemiuer has led
the sprinters with a 24.2 second best IT > the
50-meter freestyle. Sophomore PJ. Nabor
also swam a personal best of 51.8 in the
100-meter freestyle at the Bucknell Invitational on Nov. 18. Freshman Emily Konieczny is the team's only distance swimmer and has swam a 5-minute, 3-second
500-meter freestyle.

Women's Track & Field
Coach Kelly Cox's runners have had
only one chance to compete so far. At the
Liberty Invitational, Nov. 30 and Dec. 1,
several runners made the best of the early
opportunity and qualified for the ECAC
meet. Junior Tanique Carter qualified and
broke the school record with a time of 7.63
in the 60-meter dash. The distance squad
will be lead by senior Dena Spickard and
Michelle Beardmore. Action starts back
up on Friday and Saturday at the Virginia
Tech Invitational.

Welcome Back!

KtrMAI KAVI

Advertising Manager
Asst. Advertising Manager
Account Executive
Graphic Designer

franchise in two stints, guiding the Redskins
to four Super Bowls and winning three. In
his second go-round with the team, he went
31-36, including 1-2 in the playoffs.
No decision has been made on a succeanr, although current assistant coaches
Gregg Williams and A) Saunders are expected to be the leading candidates. Williams is a former coach of the Buffalo Bills;
Saunders coached the San Diego Chargers.
In what some people believe was the
coaching performance of his career, Gibbs
helped his players refocus after the November killing of Taylor, the team's beat
player, and directed them to the playoffs.
The Redskins, who won their final four
games of the regular season to go from 5-7
to 9-7, lost in a wild-card game Saturday
at Seattle.
In a recent interview with the Washington Post, Gibbs said it has been difficult
lately to keep his focus on football.
"It's one of those things, when you're
closing in on the end of your life at some
point, it's not going to be, 1 wish I spent
more time coaching a football team," he
said. "It's going to be all the things you
missed

Mention this ad & receive

Get the Boston flavor down south.

"I

£* ^ /U off a sandwich,
salad, or entree with purchase
Open Late for You!
of beverage.
Mon - Thurs until 12 a.m.
Fri - Sat until 1 a.m.
Sun. until 11 p.m.

1625 East Market St.
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
540.433.U70

"must show JACard
'not valid with any other promotion

"digerati

we fix computers
540.437.3737

Test Anxiety?
Constant Worrying?

Computer Repair Virus/Spyware Removal Laptop Repair
Data Recovery Reformat/Reinstall

Social Anxiety?
Look! A Free Thing!
STUDENT VOLUNTEERS
needed for a study
testing a Biofeedback method
for reducing anxiety
For information, go to:
http://wwwpsycjmu.edu/gf3dpsyc/anxiely/indexhtml
or contact Dr Steven Kefler at keftersl@jmu edu

look tempting?

Gift Certificate

::

digerati
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TO: Free

Diagnostic

Authorised By

540.437.3737
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KcUsses)|
JIU-JITSU Over 32 yean experience!
www Jurriftonburgdojo corn Jiu-Jitsu,
Judo. Atkithi and Kante-jiisu as a full
*yscm Very unique! (540) 433-7300

[For Sale)
AWESOME TOWNHOUSE
FOR
SALE AvaJon Woodi 3 Kdrm. 23
bath Detk Three finished Boon. All
i>pp<i—ccl convey, incl. waher/ dryer.
WalkoM baarment has track lighting.
30" plasma aad in wall surround sound
that conveys. Low utility coats. Lots of
color. Upgraded electrical and plumbing fixtures throughout Seller offering
3k towards closing coats. E-mail for
pholographs-ekswankOholmail com
(5401434-5286
TOWNES 0 WELUNOTON PARK
Now under const $159,900- 3BR,
25BA townhome. 9' ceilings, open fir
plan, great selections. Completion April
2008 Call Chad. 471-5798 or Debbie.
810-6677
1999 NISSAN Al JIM A Excellent condition. 89,000 miles. 32 mpg avg. New
Tires. New Brakes 15500 obo (540)
564-9645

(For Rent ]
293 CAMPBELL ST available. Yearly
lease June I. 2008. Call 433-6047 or
271-1932.
MOUSES FOR REHT 12 South Av
enue 5 BR. 1333 South Main Street
4 BR. 157 Port Republic Road 2 BR.
1331 South Main2BR(540,433-2126
BEAT THE RENTAL RUSH 3 BR
TOWNHOUSE. KIESTER SCHOOL
AREA, AUGUST 2008. PHONE. CABLE. AND INTERNET HOOKUPS IN
EACH ROOM. $315 PER PERSON
EMAIL OR CALL FOR MORE DETAILS. davelnc«TiailstreaIty0yahoo.
com (423) 231-2160
SUMMER SUBLEASE CHEAP Orcat
house. Very close lo campus with parting AC. 2 full batrtrooms. 3 bedroom.
backyard.deck. Available May-August
Rent some or all rooms. Rent $280. negotiable. (737) 784-6228
5 Bedroom Townhouse - Ml. View
Drive: Ethernet, groups of 5 preferred;
$275/ month; I year lease (SW-8/09);
midal.onWcoji.net; (703) 430-3008

ROOM FOR RENT Room available
NOW in 1908 Sunttu.se Rent is only
$300 a month Females only please
(303)818-8639
MOVING/LIVING OFF-CAMPUS?
Go to web.jmu.edu/ocUlistings.htm.
JMU's official site for off-campus housing, roommales, and furniture. Great for
advertising sublet rentals.

WE PAY UP TO $75 per survey www
GetPaidToThink.com
BARN BKTWA MONKV
M0 temporary openings Deliver Ihe
new ShenTel Telephone Books in
your area. Quick pay and a generous
auto allowance Musi be 18 yrs. of
age, valid drivers license and proof of
<800)422-1935<exi#4)8A4 WPMon-Fn

[(Help Wanted]
CASH FOR SPRING BREAK Active
ly recruiting college students lo operate
their own campus business No experience needed $250 - $400/ per week
Start today! www.Hustlel0l.com
DATABASE
ADMINISTRATOR
Truck Enterprises. Inc . the mid-Atlantic region's premier medium and heavy
duty truck A trailer dealer, is seeking
qualified applicants for the following
open position in the Hamsonburg. VA
Corporate Offices Database Admin
istrator Job Requirements: lAt leasl
I year experience or training in Web
Design. IAI least 3 years experience
or training in database management
•Experience in developing and maintaining databases .Understanding of
web design constraints, browacr capabilities, etc. (Thorough knowledge of
HTML. (Thorough knowledge of SQL
server. crystal reports, and visual basic
(Must possess organizational skills,
people skills and project management
skills (Must possess ability lo work on
multiple tasks at any given time. Job
Summary Administers and maintains
the database software. Helps Network
and PC Administrator review, plan, and
evaluate network systems. May trouMeshoot network systems and recommend improvements to network. Helps
provide documentation / project lucking and management reporting. Works
with Network and PC Administrator to
provide tactical and slrntegic input on
overall network planning and related
projects Requires a bachelor's degree
for at least three years of study toward
Bachelor's Degree) in a related area
and 2-4 years of working experience
or training in the field or in a related
area. Working knowledge of SQL. ViStall BasK and ASP or JSP ii required
Crystal Reports is a bonus. Relics on
experience and judgment to plan and
accomplish goals. Performs a vanety
of tasks, including help desk. Works
under general supervision, reports to
the IT Manager. A wide degree of creativity and latitude is required. T E.
I. offers an excellent pay and benefit
package, nice working conditions and
a progressive environment emphasizing teamwork and customer service
Interested applicants should reply by
January 25.200ft to Human Resources

EARN MONEY SIS Motivated ..-II
•.carters for beverage distribution business. Lifelong income potential. (540)
810-1311

THE
BREEZE
IS
HIRING!

Services)!
HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS and
trail nding .10 min from JMU. 8213223 or elkrunstable&tom for info or to
schedule IM0)828.1223

(Travel
I Ml SPRING BREAK!
4 A 7 night trips Low prices guaranteed (innip discounts vvvfor 8*. Book
K) people, get 3 free Inps' Campus reps]
needed *w» StudentCily.com or
800-293-1445
NAOS HEAD 4 Month Student Sum
met Rentals. May-Aug. seabreezerealty
com (252) 255-6328

\f Personals)

APPLY NOW!!

NOTICE. SEEKERS OF TRUTH: inexpensive KJV BiMe correspondence
courses. Beginner (John's Gospel)
through tough (Stewardship. Fasting.
Nonresistancel Snail mail: Lamp and
Light, 26 Road 5577, Farmington. NM
87401 1436

DEADLINE
IS JAN. 24!!

Advertising Manager
Asst. Advertising Manager
Editor-in-Chief

ADDITIONAL POSITIONS
AVAILABLE!

Managing Editor

Apply now at JobLink.jmu.edu or call 540-568-6127 for more info!

Manager Track Enterprises, Inc. P. 0.
Box 4470 Hamsonburg. VA 22801 Or
cmail to wiandersWiruckcnlerprises
com Equal Opportunity Employer /
Drug Free Workplace (540) 564-6918
www.truckenterprises .com

mi SMI mi
UNIVERSITY
Ol PARIS

1

SITTER NEEDED/FREE ROOM 4 U
FT sitter needed.IOy o daughter, assist
w homework, Ithousework. Pay negotyfree rm&board Near Sun Chase
Minutes from JMU (540)435-2340
BARTENDING CLASSES WINTER
SPECIAL $325 jigacnbartending
Khoolcorn payment plans (540) 6711202

CHANELLO'S PIZZA Phone operator
wanted. Fun, fast-paced work environment. Need a ride to work? We will
pick you up! Must be available Fn or
Sat night Must be able lo work I Al I
(open until 4am) Part time available
PLEASE DO NOT CALL STORE TO
APPLY Call 271-0632. aak for Pat

w

Summer 2008 in Paris

Textbooks!

A large selection of undergraduate, credit-bearing courses
•

One 7 Week Summer Term

• Two French Immersion Sessions
•

International Studies

• The Arts

save big $ at

PavesCampus.com
visitwww.davescampus.com/jamesmadisonu

BIUNGUAL INTERN NEEDED Part
tune. 15-20 hrs/ week for attorney's office. Must be proficieni in wntten and
oral Spanish Good legal experience
(340)434-2211

Summer in Maine
Males and females.

Meet new friends! Travel!

Welcome back students

Teach your favorite activity.

Tennis
Canoe
Water Ski
Gymnastics
Silver Jewelry
Krurlish Riding
Copper Enameling
Basketball
Field Hockey

Swim
I-w.il

Kayak
Archery
Kocks '

Ropes
Art

Pottery
Office

ioi-iiiB my] y'&zfl

And More!
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line.

TRIPP LAKE CAMP forCiris:
1-800-997-4347

One of the nation's most respected catalog retailers,
Crutchfield is famous for its remarkable customer service. Headquarters are in Charlottesville,
but there's a Crutchfield store right here in Hamsonburg.

Hum

Find big bargains in the Outlet department
Looking for great experience?
Need cash?

Save on returns and closeouts from our catalog business.
Quantities are limited and the stock is always changing.

Need a case or a speaker for a new gadget?

APPLY NOW for openings
in The Breeze Advertising!

We have hundreds of accessories for digital cameras,
camcorders, iPods1* and more.
Home, Car and Portable Audio ■ TVs ■ Digital Cameras

CRUTCHFIELD

joblink.jmu.edu
540-568-6127

Harrijonburf; Cloverleaf Shopping Center. 109 S. Carton St ■ (540) 434-1000
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TIME WARP

) you arwoys end up editing your friends' papers?

Results of the
online poll:

Do you find yourself correcting grammar?
Do you want a great job for your resume?

Be a copy editor for The Breeze.

What type
of tests do
you prefer?

Apply soon at joblmk.jmu.edu.

Scantrons - 94
Essays - 50
Take-home -145

• Difficult Case & Second Opinions

Online - 58

•l).ii!islr),Surga)',Cadiolop',
Orthopedic, Neurology Sr Cancer Treatment

Total votes: 347
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taoss From Costco

What did
you think
of Hillary
Clinton's
purported
tears before
the New
Hampshire
primary?

BOMBAY COURTYARD
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Are you on THE list?
Register your textbooks for
5% more at buyback.
www.efollett.com/VIP
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